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Nate Bailor and Ben Burnworth own the Unlimited Diesel Performance, located in Bremen, OH. We have a diamond cylinder Sunnen SV15 hone. We ate the Unlimited Diesel Performance in June 2004.Naturally, the workshop has come with 7.3Ls, but over time, the workshop has become proficient in all the Powerstroke engine family from the 7.3 to
the 6.7 in the µ of the current model year. ³ didn't send a block to Tom and he did some machine work and our construction was from the As it is today, 7.3 uses the stock block, stock crank and R&R steel sheets (before Wagler bought the bar division). Drew inserted a single billet into the entrance to take full advantage of the admissions doors and do
what he wanted to do by carrying Sabbium to get the airflow through the handles. We have a Berco seat and guide machine. â  µ  As the journey was becoming more and more competitive and the guys were gaining more and more power, Ford's side was not able to produce the pot we needed to keep up with these guys.  We're always making decent
energy, but when we're making 1,400 horses, a guy with a 5.9L or 6.7L was making 1,750 hp  â â    Over the years, it's become a full-time thing. âWe saw that Tom Tormoehlen, from TFS in Vallonia, IN, had made a P 7.3 bomb for Ben Miller and his Double Overtime walk in Super Stock. ³ don't want to do it on a little smaller scale. But Drew also ©m
designed a Jesel roller system underneath the valve caps for ³, and ³ use Jesel ³ roller lifts. Unlimited Diesel also chose to use a Komatsu-style fuel injector because they needed something that was long enough for the 7.3 blades, because these blades were thicker. The business partners ³ eats Unlimited Unlimited truck pulling habit. We were just way
back there. Our current set up right now is a 15mm pump based off of a Mack V8. For Nate Bailor and Ben Burnworth, who focus on the Powerstroke engine family, they found themselves always chasing Cummins-powered competitors. When we had melted down pistons in the past, we also beat the ring lands out of it as well. Building the fuel
injectors in-house is our biggest bread and butter deal. ¢ÃÂÂOnce Drew cut the heads in half, he filled them with epoxy and mated an aluminum outer section to it that enabled us to run individual plenum runners. ¢ÃÂÂWe found out on the dyno that the long injector was causing us some issues, so we wanted to get to a shorter injector and that
picked us up some power,¢ÃÂÂ Bailor says. We beat the piss out of those pistons for three years and they¢ÃÂÂre still looking brand new.¢ÃÂÂ Originally, Unlimited Diesel ran their 7.3 in the 3.0 Smooth Bore Limited Pro Stock class. We also have cleaning equipment like our Jet Spray cabinet and we¢ÃÂÂre getting a Vapor Honing Technologies fully
automated Gladiator system to clean blocks.¢ÃÂÂ On top of building engines in-house and doing machine work in-house, Unlimited Diesel Performance also builds its own injectors. Case in point, Powerstroke engines versus Cummins engines for pulling applications. We didn¢ÃÂÂt want to keep cracking additional sets of heads. ¢ÃÂÂBefore long, we
started getting people asking us to do work on their trucks. The shop will also work on Cummins and Duramax engines, but those aren¢ÃÂÂt the shop¢ÃÂÂs focus. Nobody had this technology, but Drew came up with this forging that incorporated a steel ring land, which is exactly what we needed. ¢ÃÂÂWe haven¢ÃÂÂt had any issues with the
crankshaft, even at that power level, but we bent a connecting rod, so we¢ÃÂÂre looking at doing something different connecting rod-wise. It¢ÃÂÂll still be based off of a 7.3L.¢ÃÂÂ With billet rods and a billet block on the docket, and the best set up yet on Unlimited Diesel¢ÃÂÂs fo tuo ecnamrofreP ecnamrofreP we can¢ÃÂÂt wait to see what
horsepower levels this thing can achieve next! Diesel of the Week is sponsored by AMSOIL. We came up with a billet head design, because it was cost prohibitive to do another set of iron heads with this intake plenum that he had made. ¢ÃÂÂThat was a big thing we started doing several years ago. Aside from specializing in Powerstroke engine work,
another differentiator for Unlimited Diesel Performance is that the shop does its own machine work. To keep things running smooth at high horsepower, Unlimited Diesel sets looser tolerances. The first idea was to go up through the valve cover, but they¢ÃÂÂve since revise that. We¢ÃÂÂre also going to include some cylinder head porting because
nobody around here really does any port work on Powerstroke stuff. However, rather than being defeated, it made them work harder to build a 7.3L Powerstroke that could keep up with the competition. Everybody was building their 12-valve Cummins motors. With the cubic inch displacement of the 7.3 and the V8 configuration, the 3ÃÂ inducer on
the turbo was a huge limiting factor. We sell a ton of them and we sell them worldwide.¢ÃÂÂ With all of these capabilities under one roof, it¢ÃÂÂs no wonder Nate and Ben have made huge leaps and bounds when it comes to their mechanical P pump 7.3L Powerstroke pulling engine, which runs inside a 1981 Ford F350. The looser tolerance, a
heavier weight oil and the higher pressure has seemingly worked well for us. ¢ÃÂÂDrew at D&J got on board with us because we were trying to figure out what we were going to do for cylinder heads, the intake manifold and all of that kind of stuff,¢ÃÂÂ he says. He moved the injector angles to get exactly what we wanted there for fuel.
Unfortunately, the 7.3L Powerstroke is not the most popular thing in the world anymore. And, we just purchased a five-axis RMC V50 that we¢ÃÂÂre getting ready to set up. We do everything from a completely stock rebuild, all the way up to our Stage 5 450cc injector with L3.7 pmup P P EW EW ,the yek ew letb dna mac tna mac ni pus sgniht gniard
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ceiling on the hair and made them taller so that we could ©we get exactly what we want to flow. We end up creating a design and putting the injection lines above the space. Â No³Â          µ       a set of triple feed billet-body injectors Scheid and a Wimer turbo 4.4, which puts us in an unlimited single class or a ÂÂ Ã Ââ³³‡ This was a learning
experience, but Drew (D&J) built us a set of billet bonds that made the cÃ ©u be the limit. It got so busy that ³ two decided to dive in with the two pA ©s. We  explored very well in about 700 horsepower when everyone else was doing more than 1,000 horsepower From this perspective, we decided that we would no longer use a stock block and Â in
the process of building a block of single aluminum Â billet. He built the entire entrance for ³, which was basically a giant plenum at the top. ÂÂÂWith the dry sump pump, weÃâÂ      ÂÂ Unlimited performance Â diesel Â 1981 Ford F350 Ã     Â Each time Â Â we dismantle this thing, the Clevite bearings look incredible. Â  Â When Â this CNC mill here,
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